An accidental modifies the pitch of musical notes in written music notation. Discover the three common types of music accidentals. An accidental in music is a symbol that indicates the modification of a pitch. A music accidental can turn a pitch sharp, flat, or back to its natural state. The most commonly used accidentals in music are the sharp (♯), the flat (♭), and the natural (♮). These accidentals raise or lower a pitch by a half-step, making the pitch either higher or lower than it was before the accidental. If an accidental is used on a pitch within a measure, the note with the accidental remains affected by the accidental throughout the measure. To cancel an accidental in the same measure, another accidental, usual An Accidental MP book. Read 7 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. After the most unusual and quixotic campaign of recent memory, Mart...
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